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with the scheme to make sure that it works satis
factorily.

A. C. P. SIMS
Dean

Why admit to a bed?'

DEARSIRSWhile fully agreeing with Dr Wells' plea (Psychiatric
Bulletin, July 1989, 13, 342-344) that the adolescent
psychiatric service should not be impoverished any
further, I am concerned that his solution should be to
make a strong case for the retention of adolescent
in-patient units. He himself makes the point that in a
time of government financial restraints we shouldlook towards "innovative and creative alternative
solutions for the treatment of disturbed adolescents
wherever possible without admission to a residentialunit".

He also believes that if all but the seriously
mentally ill were excluded from in-patient beds this
"could lead to a near extinction of the profession".
I am not so pessimistic. It could well lead to a re-
evaluation of how we deploy our scarce specialist
resources, with much more of a focus on community
work, but although this might threaten the existence
of adolescent in-patient units, it would not undermine
the profession of adolescent psychiatry. An argu
ment could be put forward that if a specialist adoles
cent psychiatric service better served the whole range
of adolescent disturbance, then our health service
colleagues, and other agencies dealing with disturbed
adolescents, may be more prepared to rally round in
the fight for the resources we need. Locking the re
sources away in in-patient units, which are often seen
by the other agencies as precious and are by their
nature and organisation slow to respond to changing
needs, is likely to continue blocking the effective
building of bridges between agencies working with
adolescents.

Clearly Dr Wells has worked hard to make hisservice available to a wider population than "all but
the seriously mentally ill" but should adolescents
who behave in a disturbed way as part of a dysfunc
tional family system or complex interaction of socialand psychological factors be labelled "ill" by the very
process of referral for admission to a hospital unit?
Efforts have been made by some units (Bruggen et al,
1973) to reframe admission in terms other than ill
ness by focusing on issues of parental or agency
responsibility. However, at the end of the day theadolescent must be left with the question "If I'm not
ill why am I in hospital?" The problem with an illness
model is that it can disempower adolescents and their
family or carers, as well as other agencies workingwith them. Only doctors and nurses can cure "ill
ness"! Certainly there are occasions when the use of a
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medical model approach with a disturbed adolescent
is appropriate, as in psychotic behaviour. However,
these occasions are rare in relation to the total spec
trum of disturbance shown. Surely it is illogical to use
the medical model as a universal approach to ado
lescent disturbance when it is only appropriate in a
small number of cases.

To carry the argument to its extreme, one may well
ask why psychiatrists should be involved at all with
disturbed/disturbing adolescents other than in the
small number with psychotic behaviour. However,
countering this argument, I feel that psychiatry has a
special role to play when an adolescent presents with
disturbing behaviour, by intervening at a point in the
process when the question is asked (though notalways explicitly) "Is this young person psychiatri-
cally ill?". By definition psychiatry has the strongest
authority to answer this question, or to reframe the
problem in a more appropriate way.

Following the closure of our in-patient unit, which
was one of two Regional in-patient units in Wessex,
in January 1986, we have worked towards devel
oping an effective Regional community service deal
ing with a wide spectrum of adolescent and family
disturbance. Having no beds available has forced usto change our "we must have beds" mental set and
try out creative alternatives. We have developed
approaches such as school groups, day assessment
and joint group projects with other agencies working
with adolescents.

Out of 1133referrals to our service since February
1986, less than 1% have been referred on to the
Regional adolescent in-patient unit. One may argue
that as we no longer have beds then the more severely
disturbed adolescents have been referred to the
remaining Regional in-patient unit instead. Our
view, however, is that we are dealing with no less
seriously disturbed adolescents now than we were
previously, when as a service we did have beds.

More research is needed to compare different
forms of intervention in adolescent psychiatry and
we should not assume that one particular way of
organising a service, though not appropriate at one
stage, should continue to be so. Why admit to a bed
indeed?

DENISO'LEARY

Brookvale Adolescent Service
Portswood, Southampton SO2 1QR
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DEARSIRS
I am grateful for an opportunity to reply to DrO'Leary's response to 'Why admit to a bed?'. Closure
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